In forest ecosystem studies, tree stem structure variables (SSVs) proved to be an essential kind of parameters, and now simultaneously deriving SSVs of as many kinds as possible at large scales is preferred for enhancing the frontier studies on marcoecosystem ecology and global carbon cycle. For this newly emerging task, satellite imagery such as WorldView-2 panchromatic images (WPIs) is used as a potential solution for coprediction of tree-level multifarious SSVs, with static terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) assumed as a 'bridge'. The specific operation is to pursue the allometric relationships between TLS-derived SSVs and WPI-derived feature parameters, and regression analyses with one or multiple explanatory variables are applied to deduce the prediction models (termed as Model1s and Model2s). In the case of Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Populus tremul and Quercus robur in a boreal forest, tests showed that Model1s and Model2s for different tree species can be derived (e.g. the maximum R 2 = 0.574 for Q. robur). Overall, this study basically validated the algorithm proposed for co-prediction of multifarious SSVs, and the contribution is equivalent to developing a viable solution for SSV-estimation upscaling, which is useful for large-scale investigations of forest understory, macroecosystem ecology, global vegetation dynamics and global carbon cycle.
Introduction
In a forest ecosystem, understanding tree stem structure variables (SSVs) plays a critical role, and acquiring SSVs is important for precision forestry and forest-relevant studies. The reason lies in that as the type of allometric variables readily measurable in practical forest inventory, SSVs can reflect tree properties in an explicit way. A representative case is diameter at breast height (DBH), which is extensively assumed for estimating timber volumes of the forests of interest, via establishing the allometric relationships between DBHs, tree heights (THs) and tree timber volumes (Mackie and Matthews 2008) . This kind of DBH-based allometrics for different tree species can also be used for estimating forest above-ground biomass at regional or even global scales (Fang and Wang 2001) and predicting the ecological capacities of forest ecosystems on carbon stocking (Marshall et al. 2012 ). These previous endeavours suggested that accurate acquisition of single tree SSVs serves as the technical basis. Along with the progress of forest, macroecosystem and even earth sciences, it is found that simultaneously deriving SSVs of as many kinds as possible from once data collection is more efficient (e.g. in favour of deriving higher-performance forest above-ground biomass estimation models (Fang and Wang 2001) ) and, thereby, is increasingly preferred for more comprehensively understanding various forest ecosystem processes. Appropriate techniques for accomplishing this newly emerging task are in demand.
Compared to conventional methods based on in situ manual measurements, static terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) proved to be a versatile but accurate solution. The 'versatile' lies in that TLS-acquired point clouds (each laser point, via georeferencing (Thies et al. 2004) , is attributed with accurate 3D coordinates) can represent tree stem structures in a relatively complete way, particularly in the 'multi-scan' mode (Thies et al. 2004) , and such a complete representation, no doubt, can simultaneously derive different kinds of SSVs. In fact, a large number of works have been conducted aiming at validation of TLS for estimating different SSVs. Such variables include DBH (Hopkinson et al. 2004; Henning and Radtke 2006; Tansey et al. 2009; Lovell et al. 2011; Liang, Litkey, and Hyyppä 2012) , first live branch height (FLBH) (sometimes also termed as crown base height (Popescu and Zhao 2008) or crown height (Petersson 1997; Wei et al. 2016) ) and stem curve (Liang et al. 2014) . These SSVs can further derive many kinds of ecological attributes such as tree competition degree (Seidel et al. 2011 ) and biomass stocking (Yu et al. 2013) . In many cases, TLS has even been used as the technique of collecting the ground-truth data for prediction of individual-tree properties from airborne laser scanning (ALS) data (Vauhkonen et al. 2010) . However, TLS tends to suffer from the inefficiency in its relocation. Specifically, all of the instrument components comprising a TLS system still need to be manually moved from one forest plot to another. Consequently, any SSV derived from singletime TLS-mapped data only relates to a limited number of sample trees. This is a restriction to accurately investigating different bio-properties and biophysical processes of forests at large scales.
For this issue, satellite imaging, particularly very high spatial resolution (VHR) satellite imaging such as the QuickBird and WorldView-2 images that show relatively more details of tree crowns, can serve as potential data sources for prediction of SSVs. In fact, a number of works have been conducted to ensure the premise of this schematic plan, namely, accurately segmenting of individual trees in VHR satellite images. For example, Ardila et al. (2012) developed a context-sensitive algorithm for extraction of crown objects in the VHR satellite images, and Jiang and Lin (2013) developed a new mathematical morphological operation-based algorithm for single deciduous tree recognition in leaf-off aerial ultra-high spatial resolution remotely sensed imagery. After extraction of single trees, VHR imagery-based prediction of SSVs is carried out by deriving spectral or texture feature parameters from the used VHR images and then by exploring their correlations with the SSVs of interest. Then, the correlations are deduced as the allometric relationships, which are available for VHR imagery-based estimations of the required SSVs. Compared to the other categories of SSV-prediction techniques such as based on ALS (e.g. Jung et al. 2011; Ozdemir and Donoghue 2013) , multispectral imaging (Ferster and Coops 2016) and aerial hyperspectral imaging (Cho, Skidmore, and Sobhan 2009 ), this WorldView-2 panchromatic image (WPI)-based SSV-prediction framework shows the strength of periodical coverage and low-cost data distribution and, thus, it has been enthusiastically attempted in the previous TLS-based (Kato et al. 2013 ) and even mobile terrestrial laser scanning (MLS)-based (Lin, West, et al. 2015) forest studies.
In fact, this schematic framework is rooted in the allometry theory, instead of seeking sound correlations by simply trying regression analyses on all of the cases of variable combinations. Allometry quantifies the changes in dimensions of the parts of an organism relative to changes in overall organism size (Huxley and Teissier 1936) . For trees, relationships among crown, stem and root are highly correlated because of structural and physiological requirements among different organs (Bartelink 1996) . For different environment and tree species, the allometric relationships for the same variable pairs may be different (Cruickshank and Filipescu 2012) . Many previous works were dedicated to seeking the specific allometric relationships for estimating the difficult-to-measure tree variables (e.g. Sposito and Santos 2001; Osunkoya et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007; Cruickshank and Filipescu 2012) . Specifically for this work, the same strategy was used and the process of testing the proposed SSV-prediction strategy, substantially, was to seek the allometric relationships between different SSVs and tree crown surface signatures. In other words, the schematic plan assumed in this study has a solid methodological basis.
However, specifically for the task of SSV-prediction, most of the previous VHR image-based studies focused on bridging DBH estimation (Kato et al. 2013; Lin, West, et al. 2015) , and few endeavours were deployed on simultaneously estimating SSVs in a comprehensive way. The reasons are as follows: first, canopy obstructing the view makes it hard for satellite imaging to directly measure SSVs, for example DBH; second, different from DBH commonly with the pro of being readily measurable in practice, measuring other kinds of SSVs mostly is not a trivial task, even by manually sampling (Lamonaca, Corona, and Barbati 2008) . A representative case is FLBH, which is defined as the height from ground to the point of the attachment of the lowest living branch to the trunk. FLBH is of ecological and economic significance as it can indicate tree attributes such as growth and timber quality (Seidel et al. 2011) , but it is difficult to measure this SSV. For such problems, the allometrics-based framework, substantially, supplies an alternative solution plan, that is VHR imagery-based estimations of various SSVs with their accurately measured samples as the groundtruth data for calibration. For efficiency, the techniques capable of simultaneously measuring SSVs of as many kinds as possible, no doubt, are preferred. Now, this is never an impossible mission. TLS can serve as such an efficient technical solution, as its data can be used to reconstruct tree stems in a rather complete way (Liang, Litkey, and Hyyppä 2012) . TLS can characterize the detailed structural characteristics of tree trunks, such as stem shrinkage (SS; typically shrinking from tree root to stem top) that tends to be tiny and stem inclination that is commonly difficult to measure (Wei et al. 2016) . This suggests that SSVs can be simultaneously derived from just a same set of TLS data (Petersson 1997) . However, almost no comprehensive studies, so far, have been made to link VHR imagery derived feature parameters and the majority of SSVs.
To fill this gap, this study carried out a comprehensive study on testing the feasibility of the plan of simultaneous prediction of multi-SSVs from WPIs, via TLS as a bridge (i.e. as a ground-truth data supplier). Specifically, for different tree species, a set of representative SSVs were derived from the TLS data, a set of feature parameters were proposed and derived from the related WPI, the correlations between the TLS-derived SSVs and the WPI-derived feature parameters were explored by checking all of the possible cases of their variable combinations, and the best correlation for each prescribed SSV was used to determine the allometric equation as its related prediction model. Substantially, for any TLS-derived SSV, the specific work was to seek the WPI-derived feature parameter that can exhibit the best correlation with it.
Materials and methods

Study site and data collection
The study site is located on the Seurasaari Island, about 5 km from the centre of Helsinki city, Finland (60°11 ′ N, 24°53 ′ E). The island is a natural park. The trees growing on the island are of diverse species. The representative tree species include Acer platanoides, Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Populus tremul, Tili cordata, Sorbus aucuparia and Quercus robur, which naturally grow, without their crowns artificially trimmed or pruned.
The TLS data were collected using a Leica HDS6100 system (Leica Geosystem AG, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) in September 2010. The HDS6100 is a 690 nm phase-based continuous-wave laser scanner, with a 360°× 310°field-of-view. Its data acquisition rate is 508,000 points per second, and its ranging accuracy is ±2 mm at a distance of 25 m. The TLS mapping of the study site was conducted in the multi-scan mode, that is, with multiple locations set around the target trees for scanning (Thies et al. 2004) . Then, the scan data were co-registered using the Leica Cyclone software. In a whole sense, the park areas were scanned as-is, and the scanned trees were represented with relatively detailed structures. Next, the extraction of single trees was interactively implemented using the Fencing tool in the Terrascan software (Terrasolid Oy, Helsinki, Finland), and the on-the-ground laser points closely surrounding their roots were retained to indicate the ground. Finally, the same operation was repeated to further segment their related stems.
The WPI applied in this study was collected on 16 August 2012, and the test site had undergone almost no changes that might be caused by thinning operations, storm damage or insect attacks during the two-year period. The WPI image was distributed after radiometric and geometric corrections, and it showed a spatial resolution of 0.5 m. The image and the TLS data are shown in Figure 1 . The individual trees of interest were extracted from the WPI by manually segmenting their related regions of interest (ROIs) using the ENVI software. Finally, in accordance to the rule of the extracted trees necessarily with relatively complete representations simultaneously by the WPI and TLS data, 62 trees covering 4 species, that is, P. abies, P. sylvestris, P. tremul and Q. robur, were selected as the sample trees for test. The statistical information about the 62 trees is listed in Table 1 , in terms of DBH, FLBH, SS (also termed as taper (Garber and Maguire 2003) ), TH and ratio between FLBH and TH (i.e. FLBH/TH) that were derived from the TLS data.
Algorithm
The proposed algorithm encompasses four procedures: first, multiple SSVs are proposed and derived from TLS data; then, multiple feature parameters are proposed and derived from the WPI; next, the correlations between the SSVs and the feature parameters are examined using regression analysis; finally, the allometric equations are deduced for accomplishing WPI-based SSV estimations.
TLS-based derivation of SSVs
As illustrated in Figure 2 , the SSVs considered in this study include DBH, FLBH, SS, TH and ratio between FLBH and TH. Their specific derivations from the TLS data are as follows.
For each tree, its DBH is estimated by first seeking the stem axis using the method of principal component analysis (PCA) (Liang, Litkey, and Hyyppä 2012) (PCA is deployed on the 3D spatial coordinates of the stem points, and the first principal component tends to correspond to the stem axis), then along the stem axis isolating all stem points that lie between 1.25 and 1.75 m (covering the breast height ∼1.37 m) above ground, next projecting the segmented-out 3D points onto a plane perpendicular to the stem axis, and finally carrying out least-square-based circle fitting of the resulting 2D points. The diameter of the fitted circle is deemed as the DBH value.
With the increase in the heights for different stem layers, the diameters derived based on the same operations as listed above tend to decrease. This feature can be quantitatively delineated using SS. Its specific derivation is as follows. For each tree, the radiuses of its different stem layers are calculated by repeating the same operations of DBH derivation, and the results undergo a linear regression analysis; then, the slope of the fitted line is used to value its SS. In order to reduce the possible influences caused by such as dead branches on layer diameter estimation, robust linear fitting was used here. SS has been relatively less considered in the previous studies on stem structure mapping, but it is of ecological implications, for example, investigation of tree uniform stress (Morgan and Cannell 1994) and estimation of stem biomass (Yu et al. 2013) .
The estimation of FLBH is based on a method proposed in Lin and Herold (2016) , which sets three different-size cylinders around the stem and determines the related height by interactively checking the surrounded points. TH is calculated by extracting the peak laser point, in terms of height, from the isolated points corresponding to that tree and then subtracting the altitude of the ground from it, although this simplified operation may introduce errors. To reduce the possible influences caused by tree ages in difference, we also introduced a new SSV, that is, the ratio between FLBH and TH (FLBH/TH). As we know, mature trees of different species tend to stop their height growths at different THs, while their FLBHs may continue increasing due to dead branches falling. FLBH/TH can characterize this trait and can be used to differentiate different tree species.
WPI-based derivation of feature parameters
The WPI-based feature parameters derived from the ROIs at individual tree level are of two kinds. The first kind is rooted in the geometric features of tree crowns in the WPI. While crowns often show irregular shapes, some features can be recognized in the top-view WPI for characterizing tree structural specialties and then deduced as the independent variables for prediction of SSVs. Three specific feature parameters are derived as follows. The first feature parameter is crown area (CA), which is solved by counting the pixels lying within the ROI corresponding to each tree crown. The second one is the ratio (termed as RA) between CA and the area of tree crown minimum bounding rectangle (MBR), which is sought by constructing a series of bounding boxes (each box with one side on any an edge of the convex hull related to the targeted crown) and then comparing them to determine the minimum area. The third parameter is CA-equivalent diameter (ED), which is calculated by seeking the circle with an area the same as the CA for each crown.
The second kind of feature parameters stems from the texture features of crowns (Ozdemir and Karnieli 2011; Beguet et al. 2012 ) typically shown in top-view images, one WPI here. The specific feature parameters were derived based on the standard derivation of grey levels (SDGLs) (as the first-order texture features) and the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) (as the second-order texture features) of all of the pixels covering each crown, and their definitions are listed in Table 2 .
In Table 2 , z i is the greyness value of the ith pixel, p(z) is the histogram of the greyness values in each crown-related ROI, i is the row number of the GLCM, j is the column number of the GLCM; p(i, j) is the greyness value in the cell (i, j) of the GLCM matrix, its vertical mean u i = i j p(i, j) and horizontal mean u j = j i p(i, j), and its vertical standard
. AV is defined as the average of pixel greyness values and it characterizes crown brightness. SD is the second-order moment of pixel greyness values and it shows crown greyness contrast. SM is measured by using the standard deviation value and it reflects crown smoothness in WPIs. TM measures the skewness of pixel greyness values and it serves as the measurement of the inequality of crown greyness distribution about the related AV. UN characterizes the distribution of crown 
greyness values. ET measures the randomness of the distribution of the coefficients values over crown greyness and it reflects the non-uniformity and complexity of crown texture. EN is defined as the square sum of crown greyness matrix and it indicates crown grey-scale distribution homogeneity and texture crudeness. CT expresses the sharpness of crown greyness matrix and the depth of texture grooves. CR can manifest the consistency of crown texture. HO reflects the homogeneity of crown textures and can also scale the local changes of crown texture.
Derivation of prediction models
Linear regression analysis is used to reveal the correlations between the TLS-derived SSVs and the WPI-derived feature parameters. For each SSV prescribed above, the relationship characterizing its best correlation with the related WPI-derived feature parameter is formularized as the allometric equation for its estimation. Here, least-square-based linear fitting with only one explanatory variable was first manipulated to establish the estimation model (termed as Model1) as
where SP indicates the TLS-derived SSVs of interest, x i refers to the WPI-derived feature parameters, b i relates to the coefficients of x i in the prediction models and b 0 denotes the intercept. The degree of correlation is assessed using the coefficient of determination (R 2 ), which can also evaluate the overall accuracy of the derived estimation models.
Theoretically, Model1 has the merit of quickly constructing the estimation formulas, but it is restricted by its poor accuracy. After all, errors lying in the derivation of a single WPI-derived feature parameter may introduce large deviations to the SSV estimates. To reduce this kind of influences, least-square-based linear fitting with multiple explanatory variables was assumed to explore the allometric relationships and form the estimation models (termed as Model2) as
where the definitions of the variables are the same to the opposites in Equation (1).
In the process of Model2 establishing, the question on how to select and combine the optimal WPI-derived feature parameters as its explanatory variables needs to be handled. In this study, a stepwise variable-selection strategy was used. Specifically, for each SSV, the WPI-derived feature parameters were arranged in a descending order in terms of the R 2 values related to their resulting Model1s, and the candidate parameters were screened using stepwise variable selection, that is, the feature parameters related to higher R 2 values were selected in higher priority. In this study, Model2 was limited to six explanatory variables, and six descending R 2 -related feature parameters were determined as a subset of its input variables. With regard to the evaluation of the stability of the derived models, the performance indicator of R 2 was also used in this procedure.
Assessment of model derivations
Given that in this study, the sample trees chosen for the test are of a limited size, the assessment of model derivations was run in a leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) way (Picard and Cook 1984) . This means has been widely applied for handling the scenarios with limited number of samples for classification or parameter-estimation models training (e.g. Puttonen et al. 2010; Lin and Hyyppä 2016) . Here, the LOOCV operation was that for each of the sample trees, the performance of its SSV estimations was evaluated based on its associated Model1s and Model2s that were trained by using the rest of the sample trees, until every sample tree was traversed. In this frame, evaluation was finished in terms of the ratio of estimation divergence, that is, the ratio of the difference between the estimated and ground-truth values compared to the ground-truth value for each SSV. Then, the same operation was also repeated for each tree species.
Results
SSVs derived from the TLS data
The five SSVs, DBH, SS, FLBH, TH and FLBH/TH, were derived from the TLS data by following the routines as listed in Section 2.2.1. Prior to exploration of their correlations with the WPIderived feature parameters, the premise that the used TLS system is effective for representing stem structures needed to be ensured. The examination was manipulated based on the typical SSV of DBH, and the specific operation was to test the degree of the correlation between its TLS-derived and ground-truth values. The ground-truth data were manually measured using callipers, synchronously during TLS-based field surveys. The results are shown in Figure 3 . The estimation of the DBHs was performed with an R 2 of 0.93 and a root mean square error of 0.038 m. The results are promising. Actually, the operations listed above follow the procedures of conducting a cylinder-based self-calibration of a panoramic TLS system (Chan and Lichti 2012) . As we know, calibration can show the basic performance of the measurement instruments of interest. So, the DBH-based positive result shown in Figure 3 suggests that the assumed TLS can serve as an efficient in-field data collection approach for supplying the ground-truth data for the concerned tree attributes.
Feature parameters derived from the WPI
The 3 crown-shape geometric feature parameters and 10 crown texture feature parameters were calculated by following their definitions. The results about the three geometric feature parameters are displayed in the form of boxplots in Figure 4 . The results of the SDGL-and GLCM-related feature parameters are illustrated in Figure 5 , also in the form of boxplots.
For different tree species, their sample trees show different ranges about the values of the proposed feature parameters, and this verified the basis of the hypothesis that the SSVs showing different values for different tree species can be derived from crown feature parameters also showing different value ranges. After all, if the WPI-derived parameters show no difference, the theoretical basis cannot work. On the other side, the differences between the value ranges for different tree species (as shown in Figure 5 ) are not large enough. This suggests the significance of deriving Model2s that can cover multiple feature parameters at the same time. In other words, the effect of the crown-reflected signatures on tree species characterization can be strengthened after accumulating all of the tiny signature differences between the explanatory-variable-purposed feature parameters. It means that the SSVs can be estimated more accurately. Figure 3 . Scatterplots of the TLS-derived and manually measured DBH values for the 62 sample trees for the test.
WPI-based estimation models for the SSVs
All of the correlations between each of the five TLS-derived SSVs and each of the WPI-derived feature parameters were calculated to derive the associated Model1s, as indicated by Equation (1). The resulting R 2 values for all of the specimens of the four tree species are listed in Table 3 . The WPIderived feature parameters performing with the largest R 2 values (marked by bold fonts) can be determined as the optimal variables for estimating the SSVs of interest by deriving their related Model1s.
Then, more accurate Model2s were derived by following the linear regression analysis as indicated by Equation (2). The models were specified to include six WPI-derived parameters as the explanatory variables. For each prescribed SSV, the six WPI-related feature parameters showing the highest R 2 values were selected (Table 3) . In this way, the preferred parameters for WPI-based estimation of the five SSVs were determined (as listed in Table 4 ), and the R 2 values in Model2 derivations are also listed. A comparison of the R 2 values listed in Tables 3 and 4 (see bold fonts) suggests that deriving the Model2s with multiple explanatory variables can improve the performance of the estimations to some extent.
Based on the same procedures, the Model1-related R 2 values for each of the four tree species are listed in Tables 5-8, respectively. For each SSV, the WPI-derived feature parameters performing with the largest R 2 values are marked out by bold fonts. It can be noticed that for different tree species, the same SSV variables relate to different WPI-derived feature parameters. Compared to the results as listed in Table 3 , the efficacies of correlations are improved for the three P. abies, P. sylvestris and Q. robur tree species in a whole sense. But for the P. tremul tree species, only the SSV of TH performed with obvious improvement, while the other four SSVs are the other way around.
For each tree species, the Model2s was yielded by following the linear regression analysis as shown by Equation (2). These model2s also include six WPI-derived feature parameters as the explanatory variables. For each targeted SSV, six WPI-related feature parameters were chosen and listed in the descending order of their corresponding R 2 values in Tables 9-12. For different SSVs, the series of the related optimal feature parameters are different, at least in order. This rule also works between different tree species. The Model2-related R 2 values are also listed. A comparison of the R 2 values listed in Table 9-12 and Table 5 -8 (see bold fonts), respectively, suggests that the estimation performance all are bettered significantly.
The 'bettered significantly' results validate the effectiveness of the proposed comprehensive framework, that is, Model1-based selection of the optimal WPI-derived feature parameters and, then, Model2-based precise estimation of each of the SSVs, for establishment of SSV-prediction models. In addition, the derived optimal variables and models vary for different tree species, as shown from Table 3 to Table 12 . This phenomenon, substantially, is triggered by the inherited morphological differences between different tree species, and this comprises the basis of allometry-based variable estimations for different species. For instance, for the specimens of P. abies, most of their tree stems are covered by crowns, while it is opposite for P. sylvestris. The results showing these traits have verified the adopted schematic plan of applying allometry for tree SSV derivations.
Performance assessment
The evaluations of model derivations were conducted in the LOOCV way, as noted in Section 2.4. Then, for all of the cases between considering all tree species or individual species and using Model1 or Model2, the performance indices (ratio of estimation divergence) are listed in the form of boxplots in Figure 6 . From the coverage of the boxes, it can be realized that almost all of the cases exhibit better performance when working in the Model2-based regression analysis mode, and this phenomenon also occurs when handling all of the four tree species together. This is evidenced by the fact that the best performance occurred to the case of applying Model2 for simultaneously handling all of the four species. These results fit the rules reflected during the comparisons of the R 2 values in Section 3.3, and this, in some sense, testified the feasibility of using the index of R 2 for pursuing the models for estimating tree SSVs.
Discussion
The proposed method can be deduced as a comprehensive but efficient algorithm for WPI-based estimation of tree SSVs. The methodological framework combines Model1 and Model2 together, which can help to guide the selection of the optimal WPI-derived feature parameters and give accurate estimations of SSVs, respectively. In other words, the contribution of this study is on the proposal and validation of a new method rather than on the derivations of a pile of specific estimation formulas. That is why the formula coefficients of the derived Model1s and Model2s are not listed in this paper. After all, for different sets of TLS-measured sample trees used as the training data, the resulting equation coefficients in the Model1s and Model2s vary between different forests. With regard to the proposed framework, it also needs to be noted that the final establishment of a mature method of WPI-based estimation of tree SSVs still needs considerable next-step works on such as analysis of all of its possible influence factors and proposal of its improvements. In addition, note that establishing a mature solution for spatial information retrieval generally includes two steps, that is, validation of the proposed scheme and expansion of its applicability to large areas. This work serves as the first step, and the authors will continue the second step by applying the framework to larger areas in the following study, which will be a heavy work. 
Performance impacts
The first kind of influence factors may lie in the processes of TLS-based data collection and point clouds processing. For the first aspect, an often-met case is that the selected forest plots for TLS mapping the ground-truth data maybe cannot characterize the common properties of the forests of interest. The performance of TLS-based measurement of distant objects is often impacted by the phenomenon of laser obstruction, which may affect the accuracy of tree stem structure representation and information extraction. For the second aspect, an example is that in subject to ghost laser echoes caused by understory shrubs surrounding tree trunks, low-robustness algorithms for estimation of various SSVs may output their estimates with high errors. This kind of errors caused by this kind of influence factors, no doubt, will be enlarged via WPI-based prediction of tree SSVs. The second kind of influence factors may exist in the process of WPI processing such as tree crown isolation. Although the WPI is attributed with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m, accurately segmenting individual crowns out of it is still an uneasy task. The reason lies in that crowns typically show sparse twigs and leaves at their peripheries, and this phenomenon may trigger the uncertainty of pixel being sensed or not in the process of satellite imaging. This makes it hard to explicitly determine the outer-ring boundaries of crowns and, thereby, may introduce errors into the WPI-based derivations of feature parameters. Further, these errors will be absorbed into the deduced Model1s and Model2s and will also be enlarged via the establishment of SSV-prediction models.
The third kind of influence factors may occur to the process of proposing WPI feature parameters. In this study, only 13 WPI feature parameters were derived. They were derived based on the geometric and texture features of crown characterization in WPIs. Although these feature parameters proved to work in the validation of the proposed solution framework, they cannot represent all of the features of crowns in WPIs. After all, more geometric and texture feature parameters as well as even other kinds of feature parameters can be proposed. For example, the geometrical regularity of crown outer edges can be derived, and new feature parameters based on the features of the 1D profiles instead of 2D textures of crowns can be derived. In such a sense, the biggest influence factor is the uncertainty about whether the optimal feature parameters determined in this study are really optimal ones.
The fourth kind of influences involves the multicollinearity problem (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . Multicollinearity is a problem possibly occurring in the process of fitting regression models, in which predictors are correlated with other predictors. Moderate multicollinearity may not be problematic. However, severe multicollinearity is a problem because it can increase the variance of the coefficient estimates and make the estimates sensitive to minor changes in the derived models (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . It is often hard to strictly determine the threshold for differentiating between the moderate and severe situations. To handle this problem, this study followed the rule assumed in Lindberg et al. (2015) , that is, only explanatory variables with a Pearson correlation coefficient ≤ 0.6 are retained for the analyses. The correlations between the WPI-derived feature parameters were checked, and the majority of the correlation coefficients proved to satisfy this rule. Then, the processes of calculating the results listed in Table 4 , 9, 10, 11 and 12 can and did neglect the multicollinearity effect. Along with the technical development, the correlation between predictors sometimes is not considered as a trouble again, because it can be modelled by means of the generalized linear modelling or the Bayesian framework (Curtis and Ghosh 2011) . Nevertheless, when the proposed solution is applied to other forest stands, the multicollinearity problem shall be necessarily considered.
Potential improvements
The inherent relationships between the WPI-derived feature parameters and the TLS-derived SSVs need to be explored in order to give rise to higher-performance Model1s and Model2s. In fact, different tree species generally behave with different patterns of biomass allocations between their organs (Lindberg et al. 2015) , and these in vivo physiological properties often decide the in vitro morphological relations between roots, trunks and crowns (Poorter et al. 2012) . Hence, the inherent stem-crown morphologies or the particular morphology-variant forms due to special environments can be deduced as their size-dependence experience rules, which can be simplified as the thresholding conditions to screen outliers or ghost errors from the estimates of SSVs. Overall, with such stem-crown morphological rules integrated, the performance of the proposed framework can be enhanced.
In addition to the tree-inherited morphological rules (Pretzsch et al. 2015) , the inter-tree or treeenvironment influences need to be considered in the process of improving the performance of the proposed method. For instance, tree competition (Getzin et al. 2008 ) is such an inter-tree influence factor, which can make crown shapes deviating from the normal statuses and modes. For this problem, the effects of tree competition on crown architecture shaping can be analysed and modelled in prior, and the quantified effects can be attached to the WPI-derived feature parameters for reverse correction. With regard to exterior environmental disturbances, for example, forest pests causing different tree healthy conditions (Morales, Idol, and Friday 2011) , the related historical forest management records can be taken into account. For example, the relationships between THs and CAs need to be revised, since pest hurting often displays with a tree-trimming effect. All of such measures can help improve the proposed framework.
Accurate segmentation of individual trees in WPIs serves as the basis of the proposed method. For the purpose of effectively validating the proposed method, this study assumed the strategy of manually segmenting single trees in the WPI. For large-scale applications, this means is definitely not enough, and the automatic segmentation solution is necessitated for efficiency. However, automatically segmenting tree crowns within dense stands from WPIs is not a trivial task. For example, it has been found that the application of the proposed VHR image-based method (Daliakopoulos et al. 2009 ) may not be feasible for counting tree populations in complex or dense forest stands. Hence, developing automatic algorithms efficient for isolating individual trees growing in dense forest stands needs to be taken into account in the following process of developing new high-performance WPI-based SSV-prediction methods.
Since the proposed framework was aimed at different tree species, accurate methods need to be introduced for WPI-based or, in a broader sense, VHR satellite image-based, tree species classification. This serves as a basis for expanding the proposed algorithm into practical applications, because a sound result of WPI-based tree species classification facilitates guiding how to efficiently deploy TLS-mapped forest plots for supplying more representative ground-truth data. After all, if the properties of the TLS-mapped sample trees deviate from the opposites for the whole forests of interest, the errors of the upscaled estimates may be very large, which may lead to wrong decisions on forest management. Besides, accurate algorithms for TLS-based tree species classification (Lin and Herold 2016) can also be integrated, which can help cross-validate the effectiveness of WPI-based tree species classifications. With these kinds of measures supplemented, the proposed method can be more robust.
For better investigation of tree stem structure attributes, other kinds of remote sensing techniques can be used together with WPIs. For example, Boyd (1999) pointed out that the reflectance in the middle infrared spectral range (3.0-5.0 µm) is sensitive to tree structure, and Sun, Ranson, and Kharuk (2002) validated that the L band of Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery is significant enough for estimating THs and DBHs. Their introductions, no doubt, can better the WPI-based SSV retrievals. This strategy can be further strengthened by combining the state-of-the-art remote sensing techniques such as ALS (Lindberg et al. 2015) , unmanned aerial vehicles (Lin, Jiang, et al. 2015) and even mobile terrestrial solutions (Lin, West, et al. 2015) , which have already been attempted for tree properties mapping. With the automatic degrees of their feasible integration frameworks continuing to be enhanced, tree SSVs for the forests of interest can be more efficiently investigated.
Conclusion
This study proposed and then validated a new framework for simultaneous derivation of tree SSVs of as many kinds as possible from the WPI-covered large-scale areas, with the TLS data used as a bridge. The contributions are on helping to not only expand the effective coverage of the state-of-the-art TLS technique in fine-scale forest inventory, but also handling the shortage of VHR satellite imaging on the task of forest understory mapping. The fusion of these two advantages can equivalently establish a comprehensive but efficient solution for SSV-estimation upscaling. In a whole sense, this algorithm can serve as an efficient solution for large-scale forest understory investigation and, further, a useful plan of supplying various tree stem biophysical parameters for comprehensively understanding various forest ecosystem processes. Further, the contribution of this study can serve as a fundamental technique capable of supporting the 'hot' research fields such as large-scale forest inventory, macroecosystem ecology, global vegetation dynamics modelling and global carbon stock mapping.
